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    Data Acquisition And Analytics

   
    Data acquisition is the processes for bringing data that has been created by a source outside the organization, into the organization, for production use.
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               IOT

            
         It means taking all the physical places and things in the world and connecting them to the internet e.g.  you can listen to any song of the world not because it is stored in your mobile but because it was stored somewhere on the internet from where you downloaded it.

  

                  
            

          

         

          
            
                
               Machine Automation

            
    We supply products to all the pharma sectors starting from equipment manufacturers(oem), product and cold storage manufacturers, lab equipment ,N users, blood bank equipment and CNF's


  

                  
            

          

         

          
            
                
               Energy Management

            
    Energy management systems are automation systems that collect energy management data from the field and making it available to user through graphics, online monitoring tools and energy quality analyzers, thus enabling the management of energy resources.

  

                  
            

          

         

          
            
                
               Artificial Intelligence

            
    Artificial intelligence (AI) is the ability of a machine or a computer program to think and learn. The concept of AI is based on the idea of building machines capable of thinking, acting, and learning like humans.
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                 CONTACT US

                    
              	   Address
	SH 4, Charkop Avishkar CHS Ltd,
 Plot No. 119, Sector 6, Charkop,
 Kandivali West, Mumbai, Maharashtra,
 India - 400067.
                    

	   Mobile
	 022-2801 1446 / 9833249017

	  Email Us
	info@axelcon.com
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